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Andy strode across the sand and mounted the steps to the
narrow boardwalk that lead to the upper balcony of the
vacation home she had.
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The KudoZ network provides a framework for translators and
others to assist each other with translations or explanations
of terms and short phrases. The one time Andy had asked her
about it, Miranda had shrugged and muttered something about
them being more beach comfortable than her .
Tossingbackherhead,Mirandalaughedfreely. Fastening her lips to
the tear, she pushed deep into Miranda's core licking the
slick walls. She ran her tongue along the seam below the
zipper that she knew had given long ago. Leaning her stomach
against the railing, Andy looked across the sand to the
pounding green surf that was so typical of the Atlantic.
Rumi,ThePoetryOf.HisParablesandPoems.If it is a bad
translation or not a native speaker's writing, you need to
speak to the client. She slipped between the folds of material
and almost crowed in delight.
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